turns to a neutral position and the machine maintains its course.

This company also exhibited a new improved top dresser which has a hopper of new design and of ample capacity. A constantly revolving agitator is provided which keeps the material free in the hopper and greatly reduces clogging. Other improvements are a flexible brush to work the top dressing material into the grass, and two supporting legs which keep the machine in an upright position when not in use. The makers claim that this machine can be used for top dressing the putting greens with a light top dressing every month, without interfering with the play, and is far ahead of the old method of top dressing once or twice during the season.

Another new outfit shown was a regrinding stand which is a simple and practical machine for regrinding the reels and knives of Toro cutting units. This sells at a low price and is motor-driven.

Considerable interest was shown in a new Toro Gopher putting green mower designed for clubs which cannot afford to pay the price for the standard mower. This new mower has eight-blades, with chain driven, Timken adjustable bearings and all driving mechanism encased in an oil-tight aluminum housing.

The Toro exhibit also included a model of the Toro Sea-Serpent fairway sprinkler which consists of two 50-foot sections of one and one-half galvanized pipe. It is equipped with four upright rotary sprinkler heads, each of which will cover a spread of 60x160 feet. The balance of the Toro exhibit contained standard equipment of all kinds well-known in the trade.


This company had a splendid exhibit of well-known Pennsylvania products with a half century of experience behind them. Perhaps the most interesting was the new Fairway mower, which is a simpler and lighter machine and is said to have fewer parts than any other machine of its type on the market. It may be had in either three or five units.

This new fairway mower has five crucible steel knives running in universal Braun ball bearings. Moving parts are enclosed in grease-tight gear cases with Alemite lubrication throughout. A feature of the new fairway unit is the new self-aligning bearing.

Naturally the Pennsylvania Super-Roller mower was given close scrutiny by the greenkeepers. This putting green mower cuts an 18-inch swath, has seven blades and its makers emphasize that it is lighter than other mowers and easier to push. This company also showed the Pennsylvania Aristocrat—a seven blade less expensive machine made in sizes from fourteen to twenty-one inches an even cut on fairways which contain small knolls and depressions. These machines have roller bearings throughout and are interchangeable.


These companies combined in an exhibit adjoining the Pennsylvania booth. The main feature was the Royer Compost Mixer, a product known to greenkeepers of the United States and Canada.

A new Model "K" has been added to the Royer line, in order to accommodate greenkeepers of nine hole courses who do not need a mixer as large as the Model "M". The Model "K" can be trundled about like a wheelbarrow and will handle all the work necessary on a small course. Instead of using a screen the Royer Mixer has a belt moving at high speed with rows of steel teeth, which rake and force the fine particles of compost through a narrow aperture.

The makers claim that the standard Model "M" takes sand, soil and manure as fast as three men can shovel it into the hopper, and blend it in one-tenth the time required by the old hand or rotary screen methods. It can prepare and fill a two-yard dump wagon with top soil in eight minutes, handling the soil—wet or dry—as it is turned up by the plow. The mixer can be driven by a tractor, electric motor or gasoline engine.

Mr. Winn showed the popular Lewis Golf Ball Washer set up on a stake especially made for the purpose, and this product especially interested greenkeepers and chairmen of clubs where the sand box is being done away with.

Two other articles in the Winn exhibit which attracted attention were the Elwin Putting Cup made of seamless brass tubing, fitted in the bottom with a cast brass spider. This cup will not rust and is practically indestructible. Mr. Winn also showed his Elwin Proportioner, which he claims does away with the old and expensive method of applying liquids to putting greens by use of a portable barrel and sprinkling can. Complete control of the dilution is obtained by regulation of a single valve on the water supply and one man can cover an ordinary sized putting green in thirty minutes. This
Make Your Purchase A Credit To Your Judgment

The increasing sales for the Economy Traveller sprinkler, used on greens and fairways, proves all we claim for it. Through careful study and experience we have built a more economical sprinkler, strong in construction, light in weight, labor saving, and giving an absolutely even distribution of water, without waste. Golf courses and large estates wishing catalogs or further information please communicate with our nearest agent.

Economy Irrigation Co., Inc.
HEAD OFFICE
21 Spokane St., Seattle, Wash.

Special Factory Representative
C. H. BATES
2101 South Wabash Avenue, Telephone Calumet 1340
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

URANN FAIRWAY COMPOST SPREADER

A Simple And Sturdy Machine For Ford And Chevrolet Trucks That Will Halve Top-Dressing Costs.

Elevating the body and driving the truck forward spreads and brushes-in the material at the rate of a cubic yard in two minutes. Developed by practical men whose spreading problems are exactly like your own.

Made and sold direct by
UNITED CRANBERRY COMPANY
Box 75 WAREHAM, MASS.
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apparatus is built of solid brass and will not corrode through use.

Stumpp & Walter, New York City

To adequately describe the Stumpp & Walter exhibit would be to write a book. The accompanying illustration gives a fair idea of the magnitude and completeness of this exhibit, which was ably handled by J. M. Melady from the home office in New York.

Prominent in the exhibit was the display of seeds of all kinds for which this company has been noted for many years. Redtop, bluegrass and various kinds of fescues and bent generally used on golf courses were in evidence. The Stumpp & Walter company claim that all their seeds are of the highest quality obtained direct from the most reliable sources of supply and are botanically true to name. All seeds are new and are cleaned and re-cleaned until they are brought up to the highest possible state of purity and germination, special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.

In addition to grass seed this company displayed a complete line of implements, requisites and machinery for golf courses, tennis courts, polo fields, airports and fine lawns. One of the new articles shown was the Sawco Turf Plugger and Ant-Hill Remover. This plugger, which is 2½ inches in diameter, is placed over the weed, ant-hill or bare patch, and gently pushed into the turf with a slight pressure of the foot. When it is removed it will bring along with it a circular disc of turf, exactly 1½ inches thick. After removing the objectionable weeds and ant-hills the greenkeeper takes the Turf plugger and cuts an equal number of discs of good turf, places them in the holes and top dresses, and in a few days no one could notice the transformation that has taken place.

One of the largest articles in the exhibit was the Rotary Soil-Screen, which operates either by belts from the tractor or with self-contained engine.

Small tools, flags and flag stands, tee markers, cups, rakes and miscellaneous equipment made up the balance of this exhibit. It is well to mention that this company are the sole distributors for the United States and Canada of Vermol Worm Eradicator, a powder which is harmless to animals, but remarkably effective in promptly bringing earth worms to the surface and killing them.

Roseman Tractor Mower Company, Evanston, Ill.

A typical Roseman mowing unit was exhibited in this company's booth in the center of the main floor, and was given careful attention by greenkeepers. The new 1928 Roseman mower boasts non-breakable malleable iron side frames and bed knife shoes guaranteed against breakage and defect. They also have a lifting device for transporting mowers which is very useful to those that need it. Unlike other mowing units the Roseman Mower Gang is equipped with large, hollow rollers which places only thirty-seven pounds per foot on the fairways. This is merely a massage treatment to the grass roots so the makers claim, which makes a dense turf and the full width friction gives the operator more constant power than is obtainable with any other machine. This company also produces a double-handle patented spiked roller, which has a length of thirty inches and a weight of two hundred and twenty pounds.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company, Lansing, Michigan

Ideal "Fordson" Bulldog gang mowers formed the backbone of the exhibit of this company, which has for its keynote sturdiness of construction in order to stand up under modern tractor speed. Some of the features are an indestructible all-metal frame carried on wide faced casters. Sturdy close coupled cutting units suspended beneath the frame by side arms allow free vertical motion of the unit.

The company claims that the Ideal Bulldog is the only fairway mower that pulls the frame and pushes the unit, and as a consequence they hug the ground and wipe right through the heaviest kind of cutting. Extreme flexibility of the frame is a feature permitting the close-coupled units to ride over narrow ridges and sharp contours and do clean smooth work.

The 5-Unit Bulldog mower cuts a swath 138 inches wide and the net weight of the outfit is 1675 pounds. The mower has Timken roller bearings, easily adjusted, with Alemite lubrication throughout.

This company also handles a complete line of golf course equipment, which may be seen on display at its various stores in all the prominent golf centers of the United States and Canada.

Kemp Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa.

In connection with the Ideal Power exhibit the Kemp Manufacturing Co. showed a Kemp Soil Shredder equipped with sieve. The Kemp shredder has been on the market for a long time, and is well known throughout the golf field. It has a self-contained gasoline motor, and not only shreds compost but is used to screen sand and gravel for use in the bunkers when equipped with sieve.

Soil and other material put through the Kemp machine is not only shred-
FAIRWAY
was selected after careful comparison with other brands

READ THIS!

Augusta, Ga.

"I take pleasure in stating that the 'Fairway' Hose purchased from you, has given perfect satisfaction. Our Water Pressure ranges from seventy (70) to one hundred and thirty (130) pounds, and with apparently no injury to the Hose.

"To date we have purchased five thousand feet (5000), viz—one thousand feet (1000) of three quarter inch, and four thousand feet (4000) of one inch.

"After a careful comparison with other brands, your hose was selected, and has given more than satisfaction.

Dr. W. H. Harrison, Jr.
Chairman Greens Committee,
Augusta Country Club."

For a sample use the coupon

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.
Youngstown, Ohio

Beling Packing Hose
Molded Goods Lathe Cut Goods

Here Is a Money Saver!
Stafford Tee Markers

Never require painting and rain washes clean; never rusts; never breaks; does not kill grass; ornaments the tee.

Made of Lapp Vacuum process porcelain same as used in famous Lapp High Voltage Insulators.


18 hole set (40) $30 (75 lbs.)—9 hole (20) $15 (40 lbs.).

Order of your supply house or direct. State freight or express.

Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
LE ROY, N. Y.

Give New Life To Fairways This Year. The grass will spread and thicken if properly fed.

V-C Fairway Fertilizer

supplies just the kind and proportion of plant food needed. A ton of V-C Fairway Fertilizer contains fifteen times as much plant food as a ton of manure—requires less handling.

Does not interfere with playing. Does not bring in worms, grubs or weed seeds. Approved by leading golf specialists.

May we send you our booklet "Better Fairways"?

VIRGINIA-CAROLINA CHEMICAL CORP.
Lawn and Garden Dept. RICHMOND, VA.
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ded, but is also aerated, and practically all the moisture removed. The sieve is provided with a mechanical shaking movement that is of vital importance in helping the meshes to clear themselves.

Besides golf clubs the Kemp Soil Shredder is used by florists, nurserymen and cemetery superintendents. It is an independent unit which does not require a tractor to either haul it into position or to operate it.

Ernest Chamberlain, Inc.,
Detroit, Mich.

T
his exhibit in the corner of the main floor featured the well-known product of the Worthington Mower Co., Stroudsburg, Pa. Of particular interest was the new Worthington “Overgreen”—a power putting green mower embodying a new adaptation of the Worthington triple mower principle. It consists of an engine of national reputation mounted on a two-wheel balloon tired chassis towing three small cutting units behind it. The wheels are twenty-seven inches in diameter and the tires are equipped with two yielding pad-like surfaces which fit flat on any slope and distribute the pressure over a considerable area, and are large enough to secure ample friction for traction purposes without doing any injury whatever to the surface of the green. Extending back from the tractor are two long handles like phills on a sulky, which the operator uses to control and maneuver the machine.

The makers claim that at a speed of from two and a half to three miles an hour the average putting green can be cut in from ten to fifteen minutes. It is also claimed that by the special arrangement of pads the balloon tires will not injure the turf, and finally which is of great importance that the three small mowers adjust themselves to the undulations of the green and shave the entire surface evenly, which is very important in putting green mowing.

A noticeable improvement over the forward and back cut of a hand mower may be expected, due to the fact that the “Overgreen” mows in concentric circles. This spiral swath combined with the even quality of the cut, insures a practically unvarying turf resistance to the putted ball. The tractor in going from one green to another, which it does under its own power, carries these units on its frame to which they are mechanically raised. This automatically renders the cutting knives inoperative and the use of separate unit carrier unnecessary.

Other Worthington products consisted of the tractor and hand mowers that are well-known throughout the golf field. The 1928 unit has the new herringbone blade design brought out last season.

Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wis.

T
his exhibit contained three of the well-known Jacobsen Power mowers, the 19-inch and 24-inch for putting greens, and the 24-inch bunker mower which is used in cutting hillsides, sand traps, hazards, etc. It is also a splendid general purpose machine for cutting approaches, tees, clubhouses grounds and any place where a fairway unit is not practical. The Jacobsen company is a pioneer in the production of power putting green mowers. The 1928 model shows many improvements, and some of its features are as follows: The motor is a Jacobsen four cycle, 2½ inch bore by 2½ inch stroke. Air cooled with splash lubrication. The cutting unit is a seven blade, high speed cutting reel, mounted on Bower roller bearings. It is instantly adjustable from one-eighth to two inches and is equipped to travel from green to green under its own power.

The transmission is gear driven—cut steel gears completely enclosed in oil tight housing. All gears are mounted on roller bearings. One clutch controls the operation of the mower with full control at the steering handle. A bevel gear differential between the rear rollers provides easy turning and handling of mower, preventing any injury to the turf.

In order to save weight the Jacobsen mower frame and castings are made of a special grade of aluminum, which brings the weight of the 19-inch model down to one hundred and sixty-five pounds.

Some of the 1928 improvements include rebalancing of the entire mower, increasing the reel speed, altering the position of the driving gear, and the installation of a third clutch to increase ease of handling and efficiency.

The greenkeepers gave the Jacobsen exhibit very close scrutiny and many orders were placed for early delivery.

O. M. Scott & Sons, Marysville, Ohio

S
EEDS that Grow and How” was the main topic of conversation in this booth on the main floor of the exhibition hall. The Scott company has a national reputation in its line and one of their claims is that twenty percent of all the golf clubs in the United States have sowed Scott’s seed. In fact they publish a booklet giving the names of all these clubs, which may be had for the asking.

Besides showing seed samples the Scott company distributed some very interesting literature relative to the care of lawns and putting greens, also a special booklet on Bent, which describes the harvesting and use of Bent seed, and also gives details on vegetative planting of creeping bent from stolons.

The educational nature of the literature distributed by this company gained them many friends. When the fact is added that Scott’s seeds are standard and thoroughly guaranteed as to germination and quality one may easily see why their business has grown to such large proportion.

Armour Fertilizer Works,
Chicago, Ill.

A
special fairway mixture bearing the name of this large and well-known company featured
Easily Applied, Effective and Economical, Free of Weed Seeds

Constant use of Milorganite simplifies turf maintenance.
Continuous and uniform growth of established turf on greens and fairways insures dense, luxuriant turf.
Milorganite produces sustained growth by providing a uniform and continuous supply of nitrogen over long periods.

New seedings require plant food to insure quick stand of uniform turf.
Poor turf once obtained is difficult and expensive to improve.
Milorganite applied prior to seeding promotes early growth and develops a uniform turf.

Let our Soil Experts help solve your Fertilizer Problems
For further Information address:

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
508 Market Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

THE LARK SPRINKLER
For Golf Greens and Fairways

It Sprinkles Evenly Up to 150 Feet
YOU WANT volume and large coverage; you want even distribution; and you want a sprinkler that is always ready for business when you are ready for sprinkling.

The Answer is
"THE LARK—THIS SEASON"
A trial sprinkler postpaid, returnable in 15 days at our expense if not satisfactory.

Price, $15.00 Each
L. R. NELSON MFG. CO.
Peoria, Illinois

Royer Compost Mixers

"A Model For Every Need"
What a Royer User Says:

Knickerbocker Country Club
Tenafly, New Jersey

Your letter addressed to Mr. Fitzpatrick read, as it concerned your Royer, and I must say in the few months that we have had one here it has proven very satisfactory, and has done splendid work. Also has saved us a lot of time, and we are thinking very seriously of having our old one converted into a power one as we need very often the tractor which we use now for its power.

Could you tell me how much it would cost in exchange, or to convert the old one into a power one. By so doing you will greatly oblige.
(Signed) Jack Hobens.
Pro and Greenkeeper.

Save money for your Club
Make Better Compost

L. F. MITTEN
820 Miners Bank Building
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
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GOLF SHOW ATTRACTS NATION-WIDE ATTENTION

April, 1928

this exhibit on the main floor. This fairway mixture is a chemical plant food combination especially prepared for the finer turf grasses. It makes a thick, heavy turf which keeps green, stands the heat of the summer and is less affected by winter killing so its makers claim.

This large company makes a specialty of supplying plant food for all purposes, and their experimental department and laboratories have made most exhaustive tests of materials and have gained information of great value to greenkeepers and all those engaged in growing turf.


T

HE company is better known by the name of its product, the Lark Sprinkler, which can be seen everywhere on the golf courses of the United States. A beautiful specimen of this sprinkler in nickel finish was shown in operation using compressed air instead of water. Through this demonstration the elimination of gears and complicated wearing parts was readily apparent.

The Lark Sprinkler covers an area easily up to one hundred and fifty feet. The main stream soars far out, revolving very slowly and covering evenly a broad outer circle. Opposite the main stream on a shorter arm is a small motor which turns at moderate speed, completing the even distribution to the center. Its vibrating impulse, a patented feature, makes possible the perfect control of the main stream at slow or moderate speed. The Lark Sprinkler is mounted on a roller base which prevents damage to greens and allows changing position without shutting off the water.

Samples of many other sprinklers and sprinkler heads were shown, most of which are used for gardens and lawns, cemeteries and parks. This company also makes hose-couplings and nozzles, and a water gauge for determining flowing or static pressures which come in either three-quarter or one inch size. This can be easily attached at the silcock, at the sprinkler, or at any point in the line of hose, and quickly reveals any loss of pressure through long lengths.

Another feature of the exhibit was the Globe Water Strainer designed for attaching to the larger types of sprinklers when gravel or other sediment is present in the water. Finally, a Flaring Rose sprinkler head was shown which has small perforations that emit a fan-like sheet of tiny jets that are just like gentle rain. This is especially adapted for sprinkling newly planted grass, flowers and delicate foliage.

Bean Spray Pump Company, Lansing, Michigan

T

HIS company's booth on the main floor was a center of interest, although space would not permit the exhibition of the large Bean Spray outfit on the floor of the exhibition hall. But a modern Bean Sprayer was shown in a nearby store-room so that those especially interested were able to see it.

This company has been in business forty-three years and its president, Mr. D. C. Crummey who is eighty-three years of age has been for the last forty years actively engaged in the manufacture of spraying machinery, therefore with this experience as a background it is natural that uncommon interest centers in the new Bean Super-Giant Junior Pump, which is the latest development of this concern. This Junior pump with Timken tapered roller bearings and porcelain lined cylinders is said to be the most powerful and durable spray pump ever built.

I am eighty-three years of age, and for the last forty years I have been actively engaged in the manufacture of spraying machinery, says D. C. Crummey, president of the Bean Spray Pump Company in commenting on his latest achievement. "During that time I have kept in close touch with every improvement that has been made in the industry, and I sincerely believe that the new "Bean" Power Spray Pumps constitute the greatest improvement in spraying machinery since the introduction of the "Bean" Pressure Regulator nineteen years ago. I am proud of them."

The use of soluble fertilizers and spraying machinery is rather recent in golf course work, but is one of the new and growing ideas. Undoubtedly this year will see tremendous strides forward in the matter of special fertilization of putting greens and approaches and weed control on the fairways. Use of power sprayers is an integral part of this program and only time will tell what the development will be. One thing is certain—greenkeepers and golf club officials generally are fortunate in having such reputable manufacturer as the Bean Spray Pump company taking an interest in their problems.

Friend Manufacturing Company, Gasport, New York

O

NE of the hits of the Show was the Friend Sprayer exhibited in a large corner booth on the mezzanine floor. This outfit which sells for a very low price is well adapted for golf course use. It consists of a two hundred gallon compartment cypress tank with drain wells for cleansing, a filling strainer and a propeller or agitator. Forward of the tank is mounted a Friend ten gallon per minute Duplex high pressure pump driven by a Fairbanks-Morse motor.

This outfit is mounted on a wide tire truck arranged to be towed by the golf course tractor or it may be towed by a horse if desired. It also contains seventy-five feet of high pressure hose line with a ten-gallon per minute golf spray gun, which delivers the dissolved fertilizer, fungicide or insecticide to the desired place in the form of a fine spray.

This same outfit can be had in two hundred and fifty and three hundred gallon sizes. In addition to the golf course proper this Friend Sprayer can be used for the shade trees on the golf course, also the trees and shrubs around the clubhouse.

“The most effective and economical way to apply soluble fertilizer," said Mr. William C. Tyson who had charge of the booth, "is to dissolve it in the compartment tank of the ‘Friend' High Pressure Sprayer, which is equipped with a powerful mixer or agitator, and apply with the ‘Friend' Golf Spray Gun weekly in this diluted form, rather than full strength. Then once a month wash it down where the grass roots are able to consume this nutrition without being overtaxed, and the growth is naturally vigorous.”

It seems highly probable that the use of power sprayers on golf courses will become quite popular with progressive greenkeepers this coming season. The interest shown at the Detroit Show would indicate a decided tendency in this direction.

Dickinson Seed Company, Chicago, Illinois

A

GERMINATING chamber with grass actually growing was a feature of this exhibit. This company also showed glass plates carrying sufficient moisture to germinate
Ideal BULLDOG MOWERS Will Save Your Club Money

—because of their big capacity and clean, fast work.
—because they can be used with any golf tractor and are economical to operate.
—because their sturdy simplicity eliminates all necessity of complicated parts.
—because they will stand more grief than any mower built.
—because, under equal conditions, they require less upkeep expense than any mower on the market—bar none.

When your club needs new mowers investigate these "Bulldog" gangs. We invite comparison.

The Best Golf Cart Value on the Market

The ideal Golf Cart is the handiest tool that any club can own. Built to stand the gaff. 36" wheels with wide 10" crown rims. Tilts to sharp angle for quick dumping. Big capacity, holds 30 cubic feet. Box dust-proof, hardwood, strongly reinforced.

Get The New 1928 Ideal Golf Catalog

Brim full of information about the complete line of Ideal grass cutting equipment together with a complete assortment of golf tools of every character. Seeders, flags, poles, sod cutters, hole rims, harrows, rollers, sprinklers, etc. Write for your copy today.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER CO. LANSING, MICH.
444 KALAMAZOO ST.
237 Lafayette St. 161 Vester St. 413 W. Chicago Ave.
New York, N.Y. Ferndale (Detroit), Mich. Chicago, Ill.

"PAR BRAND" THE NEW WATER HOSE

A Water Hose with Corrugated Smooth Cover—new corrugation so constructed that it will not rough up the Greens and still reduces kinking to a minimum.

This hose has a cover of extra thickness, two plies of cord and heavy tube. Plies will not separate. On 1-inch sizes and over, we use extra long shank couplings which prevent blowing out.

Immediate deliveries along with Reels and Sprinklers.

The Philpott Rubber Co.
1381 West 3rd St. CLEVELAND, OHIO

LYMAN CARRIER GUARANTEED PRODUCTS FOR BETTER TURF

The Outstanding Grass Food
Lyman Carrier's LECCO. No more Brown Patch, Weeds or Clover. Entirely supplants ammonium sulphate and expensive compost pile.

Original and Only Genuine

Lyman Carrier's WASHINGTON Strain of creeping bent for vegetative planting. Inside secret of satisfactory turf.

Last Word in Fine Turf
Lyman Carrier's COCOOS creeping bent seed. In heavy demand for 1928. Limited supply for East this summer. Order early.

Complete Information Sent on Request. Early Orders Receive Prompt Service. All Orders F. O. B., Granger, Ind.

LYMAN CARRIER
Elevator, Warehouse and General Offices, Granger, Ind.
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seed, and these were carried on transparent cases so that the process of germination could be very easily observed.

The Albert Dickinson Seed company is probably the largest of its kind in the world. Their seeds are cleaned in their own plant and are sold through jobbers in all parts of the world. This company is the distributor for Soiltex outfits which are used for testing soils for acidity and lime requirements. It is used much by farmers who are trying to eliminate the acidity in the soil because the farmer’s motto is “sweet soils produce best.”

The Dickinson company emphasizes the importance of purchasing grass seeds for golf course work which are thoroughly cleaned and re-cleaned and then tested accurately for purity and germination. Handling large quantities of seed they are always able to supply fresh stock at reasonable prices.

Hardie Manufacturing Company, Hudson, Michigan

This company exhibited the largest machine in the Show, a power sprayer of ample capacity, which exerted the facilities of the small space at the disposal of its makers. This company has been in business twenty-eight years and its first product is largely used by fruit growers throughout the United States and Canada. But the varied uses for the power sprayer on golf courses has brought them sharply to the attention of golf club officials and green-keepers so that the time is very near when every up-to-date golf course will have a power sprayer in its mechanical outfit.

The Hardie Sprayer is especially adapted for the use of soluble fertilizers, fungicides and insecticides. It has a highly developed pump—driven by gasoline engine with capacities from five to sixteen gallons per minute.

Of especial interest to small golf courses is the Hardie Junior which weighs only six hundred and fifty pounds, carries a hundred gallon tank with agitator and is equipped with a one and one-half horsepower pumping outfit.

George A. Davis, Inc., Chicago, Illinois

Mr. Davis is an equipment dealer from Chicago who was energetic enough to take space at the Detroit Show and be present himself throughout the week.

A feature of the Davis exhibit was Uspulun Np-Green, a product of the Bayer company of New York City, which is largely used for prevention and control of brown-patch. It is claimed for Np-Green it not only controls brown-patch and cures it in from three to five days, but makes the greens luxuriant and healthy and will not burn or injure the grass. It is used as a solution in water and may be easily sprinkled or sprayed on the greens. Unlike most preparations Np-Green, so it is claimed, does not require the application of ammonia sulphate or other fertilizer after the treatment.

Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, Milwaukee, Wis.

A DJOINING the Davis booth on the mezzanine floor was the very interesting exhibit of the Milwaukee Sewerage Commission, manufacturers of Milorganite, a nitrogenous fertilizer well known in the golf course field. Mr. Victor H. Kadin of the Sewerage Commission and Mr. O. J. Noer, well known turf expert were both on hand to discuss with the greenkeepers their various fertilizer problems.

Milorganite is an organic product, uniform chemically and physically and free from bacteria and weed seeds of all kinds. In appearance it looks not unlike dried coffee grounds. It is finely and evenly ground—ninety-five per cent or more passing a ten-mesh sieve and being retained on a forty-eight-mesh sieve—and contains five per cent or less moisture. In round figures an average analysis shows six and one half per cent ammonia and also some available phosphoric acid although the nitrogen element is the most valuable.

Milorganite is used in the construction of golf courses as well as after the turf is established, in fact it is all-around fertilizer used either alone or in conjunction with other fertilizers and is more or less the bread and butter of the plant food family.

Synthetic Nitrogen Products
Corporation, New York City

THIS company specializes on the well-known fertilizer “Urea” which is a highly concentrated nitrogenous fertilizer produced by the air nitrogen process. It may be used in dry or liquid form. If used dry one pound of Urea mixed with a goody quantity of compost, humus or peat moss is used to cover an area of one thousand square feet. If in liquid form one pound of Urea is dissolved in fifty gallons of water and applied to one thousand square feet of turf. It is said to be the richest nitrogen plant food on the market, and should be applied only early in the morning or late afternoon followed by a thorough sprinkling with plain water.

Another fertilizer marketed by the company is called Nitro Phoska a 15-30-15 fertilizer which is said to be equal to three times a 6-10-5, or about four times a 4-8-4 fertilizer, with more nitrogen. Nitro Phoska is used by dissolving four to six pounds to fifty gallons of water applied to one thousand square feet of turf. It is especially adapted for use in the early spring. It can also be broadcasted in cool weather if watered in evenly. •

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Wilmington, Delaware

SEMESAN, a mercury compound for the control of brown-patch constituted the chief feature of this exhibit on the balcony floor. The principal ingredient of Du Pont Semesan is a complex organic substance, made from carbolic acid, chlorine and mercury, which is known as chlorophenol mercury.

With this extremely effective chemical are compounded certain other substances that intensify its disinfecting properties and make it possible to apply Semesan by the quick, convenient and non-laborious dusting
Cocoos Creeping Bent Seed
The Last Word in Fine Turf

The supply is now sufficient to allow us to offer a limited amount of the seed of this wonderful grass for use in the East. It is guaranteed to be a pure strain of creeping bent and to contain no noxious weeds.

The trade-mark COCOOS is registered with the U. S. Patent Office and the Commissioner of Patents of Canada. No other seed can be legally sold under this name.

Sold only by authorized dealers

Cocoos may be purchased from G. A. KLEIN, 440 Seaton St., Los Angeles, Calif.; The Stump & Walter Co., 30 Barclay St., New York, N. Y.; Lyman Carrier, Granger, Indiana, or it may be ordered direct from

COCOOS SEED INCORPORATED
Coquille, Ore.

Tile Drainage For Golf Courses
Is A Permanent Investment
Insures Good Turf

Hancock Vitrified Tile is Everlasting
Write for Drainage Bulletin

The Hancock Brick and Tile Company
Orchard Avenue FINDLAY, OHIO

The Peerless Lawnmower Sharpener
Cleveland

Saves time and money in every club, large or small. Sharpens all makes of Power, Horse and Hand Mowers scientifically—quickly—perfectly; does the work as nothing else can. Run by a ½ H. P. Motor—attach it to your light socket. Mr. E. P. Shupe, Secretary of Canterbury Country Club, Cleveland, writes: "I am very glad to recommend your machine to any one contemplating the purchase of a mower grinder. It is by far the best machine that I know of, and should certainly pay for itself in one year's operation, where there are more than six mowers to be ground, and kept in repair."

Hundreds of Clubs now use the Peerless Lawnmower Sharpener. Write today for handsomely illustrated catalog and list of users.

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.
825 Bell Street Plymouth, Ohio

"FRIEND" GOLF SPRAYERS
Large, Medium, Small
For all Golf Course spraying. Insecticides, Fungicides, Liquid Fertilizers.
For fairways, putting greens, trees and shrubs. For oil burning and fire fighting. Indispensable True Friends.

Made by "FRIEND" MFG. CO.
Gasport, N. Y.
Niagara County

Distributed by Better Golf Equipment Dealers throughout the United States

Say you saw the ad in The National Greenkeeper